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If you are having problems with Real Media files, use
the AVI formats instead. If AVI files do not play, you
need to install software on your computer to read this
common format, such as Windows Media Player by
Microsoft.

RealAudio, no waiting! Must have latest version of the RealAudio player installed, free of charge by visiting www.real.com. (Find the
free software, no need to pay for the deluxe.) Alternately, most all computers will play the WAV format files, but it may take a few
minutes to download them first. The full message on cassette tapes can be purchased here.

MP3 download page for historic Watchtower lectures! NEW 4/8/08

Fred Franz (4th WT president) stirs up the crowd re: 1975 in 1975! (RealAudio) part 1  part 2
Charles Sunutko's full message on 1975! Get your popcorn ready! (RealAudio)

Sam Herd, Governing Body member, gives Sunutko-type talk in 2005! 40 years later they just don't get it.(mp3 format, 9 minute
CLIP from talk)

Listen to audio testimonies of former Witnesses who are now Christians  site 1   site 2

7 minute audio tour of Beth-Sarim with Barbara Anderson NEW 7/08

Sam Herd, Governing Body member, gives Sunutko-type talk in 2005! (mp3 format, 9 minute CLIP from talk)

Real
Audio

WAV
file who subject when size or

seconds

 C.T. Russell (1st president) Period between the death of apostles and now 1913 31 sec.
 C.T. Russell (1st president) Suppression by Religious Inquisitions 1913 141 sec.

 Joseph Rutherford (2nd
president)

"Why the Clergy Oppose the Truth" late
30's

253 sec.

 Joseph Rutherford (2nd
president)

"God's Organization" late
30's

271 sec.

 Joseph Rutherford (2nd
president)

"Satan's Organization" late
30's

287 sec.

 Joseph Rutherford (2nd
president)

"Obedience" late
30's

281 sec.

 Joseph Rutherford (2nd
president)

"The World's End" late
30's

282 sec.

 Joseph Rutherford (2nd
president)

"Who Will Survive Armageddon?" late
30's

260 sec.

 Nathan H. Knorr (3rd president)
"Fighters For The New World"

"Jehovah will execute all that cling to religion,
which is demonism."

circa
1942

86 sec.

District Overseer Floyd Kite "Test for Jehovah's Witnesses" re: shifting
doctrine (loyalty)

late
60's

435k

District Overseer Charles
Sunutko

We have a new date for Armageddon! 1967 273k
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District Overseer Charles
Sunutko Watchtower very explicit as to 1975 meaning 1967 294k

District Overseer Charles
Sunutko

the Great Destruction (who will make it and
who won't)

1967 419k

District Overseer Charles
Sunutko

Nations destroy Babylon, JWs are healthy and
taunt the world

1967 412k

District Overseer Charles
Sunutko

Nations turn on JWs and Jehovah eats away the
flesh and rots out the eyeballs!

1967 434k

District Overseer Charles
Sunutko

Why you have to be in the Society, and why
you should make your move before 1975

1967 680k

District Overseer Charles
Sunutko

Stay Alive 'til '75! 1967 52k

 Nathan H. Knorr (3rd president)
"Do You Appreciate It?"

New Testament written primarily to the
anointed

1973 50 sec.

 Nathan H. Knorr (3rd president)
"Do You Appreciate It?"

keep busy... Jehovah will see you through the
Great Tribulation and Armageddon

1973 46 sec.

 Nathan H. Knorr (3rd president)
"Do You Appreciate It?"

"(Rutherford said) 'Millions Now Living Will
Never Die!' ... it's true!"

1973 141 sec.

 

Nathan H. Knorr (3rd president)
"Do You Appreciate It?"

hardships ahead as we near Armageddon, fuel
shortages portend the end, "within our
generation," hostile army of nations to attack
anointed

1973 393 sec.

 

Nathan H. Knorr (3rd president)
"Do You Appreciate It?"

signs of times, worldwide discomfort to get
greater and greater, "extermination will stare
[us] in the face!" Jehovah will save his, destroy
others

1973 256 sec.

 
Fred Franz (4th WT President)

parts one and two

Stirring up the crowd re: 1975 1975 130 sec.

 
Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit:  segment on how
apostates want to develop a following; their
heart is bad.

1983 57 sec.

 Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit:  segment on the
deception and hypocrisy of apostates

1983 23 sec.

 Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit:  segment on "How to
recognize apostates"

1983 300 sec.

 
Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit:  segment on "How or
why do people become apostates?" (heart,
motive, avoiding door-to-door work)

1983 228 sec.

 Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit:  segment on "How
apostates say, 'You just need the Bible!'"

1983 230 sec.

 

Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit: segment on "How
can we protect ourselves in the congregation."
(By just reading the Bible, we don't get the light
of the slave class.)

1983 23 sec.
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Circuit overseer in Arizona
discusses "apostasy"

special 1983 circuit visit: segment on apostates
that is very condescending and whip-cracking,
very typical of the Governing Body in the 80's
after the Franz Incident.

1983 498 sec.

 
"Carefully Following the Orders
of the King" by E. Givens
(District Assy.)

District Assembly Talk in 1985 regarding being
obedient to God's channel

1985 143 sec.

 
"Carefully Following the Orders
of the King" by E. Givens
(District Assy.)

"If one of those instructions is to JUMP, our
only response should be..."

1985 140k

Famous WT lawyer Hayden
Covington

reminiscing on an attempted hanging 1997 196k

Famous WT lawyer Hayden
Covington

reminiscing on a brother being kidnapped into
the draft!

1997 370k

transcript of Covington interview two days before his death
purchase these cassette tapes!
Historic Watchtower Video Clips
back to main page
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